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journeymen's society organization depending on the houses of call.
The public-house as the employment agency was at its worst in the
case of the coal-heavers, where the publican was also a middle-man
acting as employer. The coal undertakers, as these publicans were
called, acted in combination and also acted as agents for the coal-
owners and the masters of the ships in disposing of their coals;61 they
were thus all-powerful, and were able to defy or evade the attempts
made to check their activities by Statute, They seem first to have
become a serious grievance to the coal-heavers about i75o,62 and there
were repeated petitions to Parliament against their exactions. In 1758,
in order to frustrate a Bill for which the coal-heavers were applying,
the undertakers made a corner in shovels, so that these could only be
obtained from them for each job.63 The Act of 1758 which aimed at
eliminating the undertakers proved defective; they continued to make
deductions from wages, exact gratuities, charge for shovels, force the
coal-heavers to take part of their pay in drink and favour those who
drank most. Colquhoun, from his experience at the Thames Police
Office, had an intimate acquaintance with the coal-heavers, who indeed
made an armed raid on the office and the magistrates. He calls them *a
very depraved but useful and frequently ill-used class of men'. Though
they could earn a pound a day and, occasionally (about 1800), as much
as 273. in a day of fourteen hours, they did not on an average take
home more than 153. a week. The publicans who employed them
charged each man is. 4d. a ship, sent on board twelve shillings* worth
of gin and porter per head; anyone who refused to take it lost his chance
of future work and the 53. a week maintenance money advanced by the
undertakers between job and job. Colquhoun calculated that each man
worked forty-five ships in a year, so that £30 out of his yearly earnings
went to the undertakers as a matter of course,
It would seem to be worthy of enquiry [he writes] under what authority a
commission of 135.4d. each ship is wrested from these poor ignorant people,
and how far publicans ought to prescribe rules by which men shall be com-
pelled to besot themselves with an immoderate and unnecessary amount of
strong liquor, while their wives and children at home are often in want of the
necessaries of life.64
An attempt was made to deal with the matter in an Act of i8o7,65
probably suggested by Colquhoun. It was drastic, but it was success-

